the WTC which was an epicenter of globalist-Jewish financial activities as well as attack
the American symbols of power, the Pentagon and White House, were aided by an entire worldwide
network of organizations and individuals controlled by Mossad handlers. The first passenger
jet to hit the WTC on September 11th was Flight 11 which had exactly 11 American airlines
personnel aboard (2 pilots/9 attendants). The WTC Tower was itself 110 storeys high, or 11x10.
The jet was a Boeing 767 with 92 occupants. Flight 175 United Airlines slammed into the 79th
and 80th floors of the South Tower, a wing striking the 78th floor. (3) This too was a Boeing
767 having 65 occupants. Eyewitnesses in New York noticed that @ the second let that was
supposed to be Flight 175 was a Boeing 767 that had no windows. The other two passenger
jets heading for the White House were the Boeing United Airlines Flight 93, a Boeing
757 with 45 occupants and American Airlines Flight 77, a Boeing 757 with 64 occupants. The
media informed the public that the two passenger jets that struck the WTC towers one after
the other were commercial Boeing 767s, Flight 11 and Flight 175, when in truth they were not.
The WTC was struck by remote-controlled military grade Boeing 767s with no windows (Boeing
manufactures these for the U.S. military). The Pentagon was not struck by a passenger jet,
no one saw a passenger jet in the area and witnesses described what sounds perfectly as a
U.S. Predator drone, possible with an explosives package. CBS on November 28th, 2001 reported,
revealingly- "In an astonishing stroke of luck, the terrorists had hit the only section of
the Pentagon designed to resist a terrorist attack." (5) The combined total of victims that
died from the 911 terrorist attacks aboard the four passenger jets was 266 people, however,
the total seating aboard these jets was 684 chairs. There has never been given a satisfactory
explanation as to why so many of these chairs were vacant. There should have been at least
600 victims.

The very first on-site eyewitness reports gathered by the local media in New York claimed
that as the tops of the towers burned from the plane-impacts, a series of distinct explosions
were heard and felt by many people that perfectly describes charges set off in a controlled
demolition. In fact, many engineers and architects have voiced their disbelief that jets
knocked down the WTC Towers. Never before in history had a fire felled a steel-framed building
cause it to collapse. The WTC had 554 massive steel columns from 30 to 50 ft in length,
a metal that does not begin to melt until 2800°. The fires in the Towers burned at a possible
1300°. The media's jet-fuel explanation is ridiculous to those with engineering knowledge.
For these superconstructions to have collapsed then thermite charges had to have been placed
carefully so as to ensure that the gigantic towers did not fall over on other skyscrapers,
but fell straight down just as demolitionists are trained to effect. (6) In fact, the media
totally censored the fact that a B-25 Bomber in 1945 slammed right through the 79-80th floors
of the Empire State Building in New York City and the inferior skyscraper of 1945 was never
in any danger of collapsing. What happened on September 11th could not have happened without
top-level U.S. official involvement. NORAD, located at the Cheyenne Mountain military complex
along with many other radar and satellite surveillance services ever watchful of American
skies would never have missed these events or delayed their responses. Coincidentally, at
this exact time NORAD with the U.S. Air Force was conducting a very confusing series of
exercises over American pretending that commercial jets were being hijacked at exactly the
same time that hijacked commercial jets vanished from NORAD screens and were replaced with
military-grade Boeing 767s that hit the Towers and a Predator drone that hit the Pentagon.
The only passenger jet that was actually destroyed full of Americans was that shot down over
Pennsylvania. Three passenger jets were secreted to a U.S. military installation and those
people have never been seen since. They did not die in the WTC or Pentagon. Any number of
black budget military science labs could have used and eliminated all evidence of these un-
fortunate people. The hijacking exercises were specifically timed to promote confusion. (7)

The Pentagon was struck precisely 60 years from the day that its construction was begun on
September 11th, 1941. (8) Further, September 11th was the anniversary of the League of Nations
Proclamation of the British Mandate, which was made public in Palestine on September 11th,
1922, the first major step in the creation of the Jewish State. (9) Right up to the 911 attacks
lower level FBI agents and other federal investigators were infuriated by the various ways
that U.S. officials blocked their efforts, many uncovering evidence of the plot. Some had
their funding cut off. In New York at Ground Zero the FBI arrested five Israelis who drew attention to themselves while on a van roof videotaping the WTC disaster, whooping and hollering as if they had just scored a major victory. Investigation revealed that the five men were Israeli Mossad intelligence operatives. (10) Immediately after the WTC attacks the FBI detained 140 Jews for spying, including major Jewish intelligent agents. (11) U.S. government documents read that these Jewish spied spies in American targeted and penetrated military bases, the DEA, the FBI and dozens of government facilities. (12) The WTC was part-owned by a Jew and was the global financial epicenter of the Jewish international business empire. (13) A very high percentage of Israelis and Jews worked every day in the WTC and many visited from other buildings, other cities and other nations. The WTC on average contained 28,000 people but on 911 not one Jew died in the complex. (14) This is a mathematical impossibility under any set of circumstances outside what had actually occurred—a Jewish conspiracy to destroy the WTC to catapult the American emotional response that would support the Middle East Israeli agenda...the fall of Saddam Hussein. In fact, investigation unveiled that the Jews who worked in the WTC all received text message warning to stay away from work by the firm Odigh which was later mentioned in the Washington Post Newsbytes. (15)

The conclusion of a study conducted by the U.S. military, the Army School for Advanced Military Studies was that the Israeli Mossad was "...ruthless and cunning. Has capability to target U.S. forces and make it look like a Palestinian/Arab act." (16) Both the FBI and the CIA concluded that the WTC attacks and Pentagon was a huge covert operation using an international network of at least a hundred terrorists spanning three continents. (17) Terrorists, Israelis, Jews...traitors. With documented proof of spying on American interests, Michael Chertoff, a Jewish Jewish Zionion who was head of the U.S. Justice Department's Terrorism Task Force as well as being head of the Justice Department's Criminal Division, dropped all charges against the spy ring, knowing it would become a public relations nightmare for Israel. (18) The journalist Robert Perry summed up the situation perfectly when asked about President Bush's agenda implementation (he was no doubt privy to the Jewish scheme and sought desperately any pretext against Hussein) when he said that Bush's SOP is "...to create an excuse of crisis, a fake crisis, and then to, through fear, stampede the American people in to a certain direction. That, often, is into the waiting arms of his [Bush'] corporate allies." (19)

The World Trade Center Disaster was an epic tragedy twofold. The tight media controls the Jewish people have over the American people and the media of the rest of the world has guaranteed that any who offer evidence that the Jews were involved is automatically antiSemitic, unpatriotic and just plain stupid. Americans suffered the attacks and then suffered the deception, not knowing who their true enemies are while they send their sons and daughters to foreign lands to die and be hurt for Israeli foreign policy and agendas. All the terrorists were Saudi Arabian and yet no Americans are rising up demanding that the USA invades Saudi Arabia. The Jewish war against the Israelite-descended peoples of Europe and America has never ended, this hatred is only masked more cleverly and the battles are so sophisticated that the victims have no idea who it is that rules and yet destroys them.


2002 AD (5896 AM): 104 Before Armageddon/ 4240 After Flood/ 2046 Roman Julian/ 226 USA-Ephraim/
The United States government at the cabinet level is restructured creating an illegal and unconstitutional Homeland Security department that oversees the numerous federal agencies, a filter that put the control of the many in the hands of the few and alienates the President from U.S. intelligence. Only a massive terrorist scare of nuclear threat could have effected this blatant restructuring of the government. The Homeland Security Department effectively allows the elitists to control the government, not be the government. U.S. invasion of Afghanistan occurs, the American public bulldozed into believing that a small, once-CIA backed resistance movement in Afghanistan called the Taliban was actually an international terrorist threat to the USA. Not one Saudi that hijacked the jets in 2001 was a member of the Taliban. The Windmill Hill formation appeared in July 18th, and on July 26th NORAD tracked UFOs over Washington DC exactly 50 years after July 26th when UFOs were visually seen over Washington DC. As in 1952, fighter jets were sent to intercept and eyewitnesses reported on FOX news that they watched Air Force jets chase a UFO across the sky.

**Isometric Year:** 1994 AD: see example under 1998 AD

2003 AD (5897 AM): 103 Before Armageddon/ 4241 After Flood/ 227 USA-Ephraim

Just after the 108th Congress convened in January the Space Shuttle Columbia on reentry burnt up and broke apart killing the seven astronauts, pieces falling on Texas. On March 19th President Bush Jr. announced that the USA would invade Iraq (long in planning). This date was the Day of Purim, the Jewish holiday celebrating their ancient victory over Babylon (Iraq). (1) Using the lie that Iraq harbored hidden weapons of mass destruction the Bush administration relied on this deception because it was already well known that the American public would never accept that Iraq had something to do with 911 attack when the U.S. government could still answer how Afghanistan was involved on September 11th. The U.S. Armed Forces demonstrated their incredible capability to neutralize an enemy with its Shock and Awe campaign of strategic cruise missile attacks and use of Stealth Bombers that within minutes left Baghdad and surrounding areas in chaos, without communications and effective leadership. Iraq falls to the USA (Babylon to Ephraim). The United States, a slave to those who are controlled by the hidden Zionist powers in Washington, went to war against anation that had never raised a finger against her or her people. U.S. forces occupied Basra and itnerestingly, in 1933 H.C. Wells wrote that in the future World War III (this was even before WWII) would come from events that occurred in Basra, Iraq. (2) This was 70 years after the prediction. Astronomers discover UB313, a planetary body further away than Pluto inside the Kuiper Belt. It is later named Eris. On November 5, the 4th largest solar flare ever recorded exploded from the sun's surface. This was the X-22 flare, now known to have really been a X-45 flare, twice the size of any known flare but it pointed away from earth. (3) Still, main power failures left 50 million people without electricity in 8 States and in Ontario for two days.

A very controversial and demonized researcher who was formerly a member of the House of Representatives, David Duke, wrote, "In modern America, Jews lead the efforts to de-Christianize America. More importantly, Jews dominate the very un-Christian mass media. Book publishing and distribution, major newspapers, magazines, movies and television are empires in which Jews are greatly overrepresented and Christians are vastly under-represented." (4) Duke demonstrates that as of 2003 AD the Jews are secretly in control of 90% of the information that Americans are exposed to, victims unaware that everything they are told and see is through a Jewish filter. The following are all owned and/or controlled by Jews, many of them hardcore Zionists (anti-American, pro-Israeli supremacists):

- Time magazine, Newsweek, U.S. News and World Report, People, Fortune,
Dreamworks and many others unmentioned here. (5)

It is imperative that Zionists deal harshly with those who expose their control over America and the nations of the world. Already in Europe there are authors in prison for publishing material that exposes the lie of the Holocaust. Jewish organizations have pushed European governments to incarcerate those daring researchers who expose the Jewish lies about World War II and their decades-long extortion of Germany for continued war reparations.


2004 AD (5898 AM): 102 Before Armageddon/ 228 USA-Ephraim/ 36 yrs. to Global Cataclysm in 2040 AD (432 months)

U.S. forces occupy Iraq. Gigantic asteroid Apophis discovered, named after Egyptian god of destruction and darkness. Scheduled to pass close in 2029 and gravitational pull of Earth may cause it to collide in 2036. On June 8th the Transit of Venus was watched around the world as the tiny planet Venus passed over the fiery orb of the sun. Last Transit occurred in 1822. Next will occur in 2012. World's most powerful quake in 40 years occurred beneath India Ocean causing tsunami that killed 200,000 people in 12 nations of Southeast Asia. 9.2 magnitude. After nearly 16 centuries the Jewish Sanhedrin reconvene, at the same locale where they had been dissolved: Tiberias.

**Isometric Year**: 1992 AD: planetary object QB1 1992 discovered and Swift-Tuttle comet appeared. Hurricane Andrew devastated Florida

2005 AD (5899 AM): 101 Before Armageddon/ 2423 After Flodd/ 229 USA-Ephraim/ 35 yrs. to Global Cataclysm in 2040 AD

U.S. forces still fighting in Iraq. Quake killed 80,000 in India and Pakistan. Hurricanes Katrina and Rita devastate U.S. coastal cities destroying much of New Orleans and Central America, Katrina accompanied by 33 tornadoes. Katrina destroyed oil refineries and platforms in Gulf of Mexico. Astronomers took first direct photo of an exoplanet, a strange planet twice the size of Jupiter about 100 AUs distance from the sun. An AU (Astronomical Unit) is 93 million miles, an exoplanet being a planet that does not orbit a star/ The most distant planet of our solar system recognized by astronomers is Neptune, which is 30 AUs from the sun. The closest star to our sun is 4.2 light years (Alpha Centauri), meaning that this newly discovered exoplanet is a member of our own solar system. 70 additional AUs is nothing, this new exoplanet probably a sighting of Phoenix or NIBIRU on its way back toward the inner system. Phoenix is 35 years away and NIBIRU 41 years from returning. After the sighting official information on the object has been censored from the public. Amazing crop formation appeared of a pyramid bordered with intricate designs of geometrical rings mathematically encoding the sum of 7344 (2448x3), the entire length of the Great Pyramid's timeline from 5239 BC to 2106 AD (6000 AM).

**Isometric Year**: 1991 AD: U.S. forces defeat Iraq in Desert Storm, Iraqis destroying many oil wells. Cyclone in India kills 139,000 people. China suffers worst floods in 30 years since 1930s

2006 AD (5900 AM): 100 Before Armageddon/ 4244 After Flodd/ 1530 Fall of Rome/ 1480 Anno Domini Begun/ 230 USA-Ephraim (2760 months: 552x4)

NASA's Swift satillite detected gamma ray burst indicating birth of a supernova 440 million light years away in Aries. Astronomers publish existence of 200 known exoplanets extrasolar
In this year Hubble Space Telescope discovered 16 planets 26,000 light years away that orbit their parent stars rapidly, some even orbiting their stars in only 10 Earth hours. (1) Discovery of UB313 is now made known to the public, a moonside object beyond Pluto in the Kuiper Belt called Eris. A meteorite entered earth's atmosphere and collided into a mountain in Reissas Reisaodal, Norway with a force equal to the Hiroshima bomb. Between July 2-3 a large asteroid half a mile wide ascended from below the ecliptic and passed between Earth and the moon traveling at 40,000 miles-per-hour, vanishing again. It has passed completely undetected at first. Good Morning America on ABC initially reported the sighting but within 15 minutes all subsequent news articles changed their focus to the earlier discovery and known asteroid Apophis, which had nothing to do with this new unknown asteroid. This same asteroid has a complete 92 year orbit, 52 years below the ecliptic and 40 years over the MMK ecliptic and will travel over the sun for 40 years and upon its descending node in 40 years in 2046 AD this asteroid will collide into the North American continent ending the United States.

Scientists assert that the magnetic North Pole was wandered 500 miles since it was first measured in 1831, the polar shift now accelerating 25 miles a year. (2) This polar wandering is due to the rapid approach of Phoenix (34 years away) that will in 2040 initiate a total poleshift cataclysm, as well as the approach of the much larger NIBIRU 40 years away. Quake in Jakarta, Indonesia killed 5000 and trigere volcanism from Mount Merapi. Scientists at the College de Paris in France discovered that humans have core geometrical knowledge embedded within their brains (3), another evidence of the Isometric reality of our space-time structure. This author's book Lost Scriptures of Giza was published in 2006, the first book demonstrating completely the real history and purpose of the Great Pyramid of Giza and the deliberate misinformation published about the mysterious non-Egyptian monument. There are in this year 118 confirmed elements in existence, but as many as 118 awaiting confirmation officially. (4) This year begins the conclusion of 118 jubilees (50-year periods of ancient Hebrews), only two jubilees remaining until Armageddon (100 years). The entire 6000 years of mankind's curse is 120 jubilees, the number 120 representing the foundation of something. It will likewise be discovered that there are 120 elements that make up the material creation, all others beyond 120 are composites of the others. Tallest tree in the world on record is discovered at 379.1 feet in Redwood National Park, called Hyperion (name of a Titan). (5)

Isometric Year: 1999
1990 AD: Hubble Space Telescope begins a whole new era of astronomy and discoveries

2007 AD (5901 AM): 99 Before Armageddon/ 4245 After Flood/ 231 USA-Ephraim/ 33 yrs. to Global Cataclysm in 2040 AD

Exactly 1080 years after it was buried in 927 AD a Viking hoard of coins was discovered in England. (see Engkandz 927 AD). Michael Jursa, an Assyriologist, discovered an ancient tablet record of Nebo-Sarsekim, a Babylonian eunuch who is found mentioned in the biblical book of Jeremiah in the Old Testament. The tablet record dates to the 9th year of the reign of King Nebuchadnezzar II. Zawi Hawass of Egypt matched a tooth from a box with the name of the famous Queen Hatshepsut with an unidentified mummy in the possession of the antiquities department, she having ruled over 35 centuries earlier. Paleontologists Mary Schweitzer discovered proteins in fossil of a Tyrannosaurus Rex. In February off the coast of New Zealand a fisherman caught a living Colossal Squid (larger than a Giant Squid) weighing about 10000 lbs. It was 33 feet long and was caught in the act of devouring an Antarctic toothfish. It is believed that the Colossal Squid can get much larger.

Isometric Year: 1989 AD:
Russian loyalists in George plan to secede to Russia and the Georgian military responds with strikes against the traitors. Russia responds with a fullscale military invasion of Georgia during the opening ceremonies of the 2008 Olympics in China. A lunar eclipse was followed by a 6.0 magnitude quake in Nevada, USA, and another quake in Indonesia three days later. On March 18th the sky over San Antonio and parts of southern Texas rained mud from a clear sky. Local meteorologists claimed that the dirt falling from the sky was from brush fires in Mexico (a lie). On May 8th, 731 tornadoes afflicted had afflicted the USA since the start of the year. Also in May and June quakes killed 68,000 people in Chaua. (1) In May a cyclone killed 100,000 in Myanmar and Burma. (2) Europeans begins plans to build a gigantic telescope (138 ft. wide orbiting 138 year orbit of planet Phoenix) to search the heavens for exoplanets, a building that will stand 21 stories high and located in the southern hemisphere (where NIBIRU will be clearly seen as it approaches). In this year the Phoenix lander touched down on Mars and took soil samples, searching for signs of life. Water was discovered on Mars. The world-television Superbowl was in Phoenix, Arizona and on April 21st over the city of Phoenix were filmed UFOs shown ion national television. In this year When the Sun Darkens about planet Phoenix's return in 2040 AD was accepted for publication by Book Tree in San Diego (released in 2009).

An official royal seal that had belonged to Queen Jezebel of Phoenicia-Israel was discovered, the wife of the Israelite king Ahab. She is painted as an evil princess who introduced Baal worship in Israel and murdered the prophets of God, ever seeking to kill Elijah. This year was 2592 years (864x3) after the Fall of Judah.

The Bush family ends their rule over the United States, having maintained 144 months of rule, 4 years of Bush Sr. and 8 years of Bush Jr. The influence of the Bush's extends much deeper than the Presidency, Bush Sr. having been the Director of the CIA and his father Prescott Bush influential in international commerce, found guilty of criminality in the Trading With the Enemy Act when his aid of the Nazi Party was discovered. Bush Sr. took office as the President of the United States in 1988, this year's Isometric Year. This Isometric Projection begins and ends with blood-related Presidents both named George Bush. Barak Hussein Obama is elected as the first black President of the United States, his campaign rocketing him to instant fame by the immeasurable wealth of foreign organizations and individual who funded his emergencies. His chief ally was the Jewish-controlled media that heralded him as a black messiah. Born in a foreign country of parents form Kenya, Africa, Obama and his handlers have effectively yanked all American demands from government requests to private litigation seeking proof of his Constitutional right to be President, a birth certificate authenticating his lie that he was born in the U.S. Obama is an anti-American Socialist and closet Muslim vehemently against Christianity and the ideals of the Founding Patners of the Anglo-Saxon government of the USA. However, he is also the dark fulfillment of an ancient prophecy against Ephraim (future blood-descended Israel: America).

"You shall be defeated by your enemies. Those who hate you shall reign over you...the alien who is among you shall rise higher and higher above you, and you shall come down lower and lower." (Leviticus 26:14-17; Deuteronomy 28:43-45)

Since the dawn of the white-dominated western world's civilization in 753 BC with the start of Rome, the predecessor of the United States' Empire, the administration of European governments from monarchies to democracies has always been headed by white men and women, and the history of ancient Israel is the same, having assimilated these Caucasian cultures as well. But with the election of Barack Obama 2760 years of precedent was broken in that a black man became the head of the western world, this being 552x4 years: four Phoenix Cycles.

Isometric Year: 1988 AD: Bush Sr. became President of the United States

1. The Poison King 22; 2. ibid p. 22
President Obama inaugurated as first black President of the United States exactly 144 years (Golden Proportion number) after 1865 AD when blacks in the south were freed when the Union defeated the Confederacy in the American Civil War. U.S. forces still occupy Iraq and continue fighting against hostile elements. An A-330 Airbus (French) crashed into the Atlantic from Rio de Janeiro to Paris.

Isometric Year: 1987 AD: Iraq and war with Iran

The Gulf Oil Disaster was caused by faulty equipment of British Petroleum (formerly called the Anglo-Persian Oil Company) in the Gulf of Mexico initiated the worst manmade ecological disaster in history. Adding to the ruin of the sealife was the immense amount of toxic chemical employed as oil dispersants. The breach may have caused natural fracturing of the sea bed which involves more leakage that cannot be contained. The toll on Gulf sea life is incalculable. This author's book, Anunnaki Homeworld concerning return of planet NIBIRU in 2046 AD sailed and return of the Anunnaki (Watchers) was finished and submitted for publication, but not released till late 2011. This book unveils the true orbital history of our planet, Earth, and the geometrical timelines encoded in the Great Pyramid's measurements that relate to 2046 AD, Anunnaki invasion, destruction of North America in 2046 and return of the Watchers to Earth. Incidentally, 2010 AD is 6048 years (864x7) since Earth begin the present orbit around the sun (which changes in 2046 AD). This year was also 3456 years (864x4) after the Exodus of Israel from Egypt and 5448 years (Pyramid Inch height of present Great Pyramid) since the Anunnaki first descended and interacted with humans in 3439 BC. In this year this author also finished Descent of the Seven Kings, the full history of the Anunnaki presence on Earth.

Isometric Year: 1986 AD: Nuclear disaster of Chernobyl, Ukraine facility that contaminated Europe. Previously unknown chamber found inside Great Pyramid

A submarine quake in the Pacific results with a terrific tsunami that devastates Japan killing tens of thousands and causing a major nuclear meltdown incident. The controversy over the foreign identity of President Obama intensifies as his wife First Lady Michelle squanders U.S. wealth with expenditures that no prior First Lady has ever had authority to spend. The American bitterness over the abuses of power and blocks on all investigations into Obama's identity intensify with major U.S. population backing of the Tea Party movement that is largely censored by the anti-American media.

Isometric Year: 1985 AD: cyclone in India killed 10,000 and quakes afflict Mexico and South America

Celebrated end of the Mayan Long-Count in December, which is wrong. At the start of 2012 Anunnaki Homeworld made availabel around the world, which exhibits charts showing that the Mayan Long-Count could not have ended in 2012, but ends exactly in the summer of 2046 AD. The Transit of Venus occurs in 2012.

Israel will conduct military strikes against Arab countries/country and in the United States there will be a racial riot.

Isometric Year: 1984 AD: civil war in Lebanon with Israeli involvement. Temple Institute in Jerusalem begun. Iran-Iraq War continues
This Ends Chronicon II